The ECME algorithm has proven to be an effective way of accelerating the EM algorithm for many problems. Recognising the limitation of using prefixed acceleration subspaces in ECME, we propose a new Dynamic ECME (DECME) algorithm which allows the acceleration subspaces to be chosen dynamically. Our investigation of the classical Successive Overrelaxation (SOR) method, which can be considered as a special case of DECME, leads to an efficient, simple, stable, and widely applicable DECME implementation, called DECME v1. The fast convergence of DECME v1 is established by the theoretical result that, in a small neighbourhood of the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), DECME v1 is equivalent to a conjugate direction method. Numerical results show that DECME v1 and its two variants often converge faster than EM by a factor of one hundred in terms of number of iterations and a factor of thirty in terms of CPU time when EM is very slow.
Introduction
After its booming popularity of 30 years since the publication of Dempster et al. (1977) , the EM algorithm is still expanding its application scope in various areas. At the same time, to overcome the slow convergence of EM, quite a few extensions of EM have been developed in such a way that they run faster than EM while maintaining its widely recognised simplicity and stability. We refer to Varadhan and Roland (2008) for a recent nice review of various methods for accelerating EM. In the present paper, we start by exploring the convergence of the ECME algorithm (Liu and Rubin, 1994) , which has proved to be a simple and effective method to accelerate its parent EM algorithm (see, e.g., Sammel and Ryan, 1996; Kowalski et al., 1997; Pinheiro et al., 2001) , to name a few. ECME is a simple extension of the ECM algorithm (Meng and Rubin, 1993) which itself is an extension of EM. These three algorithms are summarised as follows. Let Y obs be the observed data. Denote by L(θ|Y obs ), θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R p , the observed log-likelihood function of θ. The problem is to find the MLEθ that maximises L(θ|Y obs ). Let Y = (Y obs , Y mis ) represent the complete data with Y obs augmented by the missing data Y mis . As an iterative algorithm, the tth iteration of EM consists of the E-step, which computes Q(θ|Y obs , θ t−1 ), the expected complete-data log-likelihood function given the observed data and the current estimate θ t−1 of θ, and the M-step, which finds θ = θ t to maximise Q(θ|Y obs , θ t−1 ).
The ECM algorithm replaces the M-step with a sequence of simpler constrained or conditional maximisation (CM) steps, indexed by s = 1, · · · , S, each of which fixes some function of θ, h s (θ). The ECME algorithm further partitions the S CM-steps into two groups S Q and S L with S Q ∪ S L = {1, · · · , S}. While the CM-steps indexed by s ∈ S Q (refereed to as the M Q-steps) remain the same with ECM, the CM-steps indexed by s ∈ S L (refereed to as the M L-steps) maximise L(θ|Y obs ) in the subspace induced by h s (θ). A more general framework that includes ECM and ECME as special cases is developed in Meng and van Dyk (1997) . However, most of the practical algorithms developed under this umbrella belong to the scope of a simple case, i.e., the parameter constraints are formed by creating a partition, P, of θ as (θ 1 , · · · , θ S ) with associated dimensions (d 1 , · · · , d S ). Mathematically we have h s (θ) = (θ 1 , · · · , θ s−1 , θ s+1 , · · · , θ S ) for s = 1, · · · , S.
The advantage of ECME over EM in terms of efficiency depends on the relationship between the slowest converging directions of EM and the acceleration subspaces of ECME, i.e., the subspaces for the M L-steps. For example, when the former is effectively embedded within the latter, ECME achieves its superior gain of efficiency over its parent EM. In practise, we usually have no information about the convergence of EM before obtaining the MLE and cannot select the prefixed acceleration subspaces of ECME accordingly. Hence small or minor efficiency gain by ECME is expected in some situations. This is illustrated by the two examples in Section 2 and motivates the idea of dynamically constructing subspaces for applying the M L-step. This idea is formulated as the generic DECME algorithm. It includes SOR as a special case. SOR was first developed as an accelerator for a class of iterative solvers of linear systems in 1950's (Frankel, 1950; Young, 1954) . The same idea has been frequently explored in the context of EM (Salakhutdinov and Roweis, 2003; Hesterberg, 2005 , among many others although sometimes under different names). However, as shown later, SOR suffers from what is known as the zigzagging problem. Hence it is often inefficient.
Motivated by the zigzagging phenomenon observed on SOR, we propose an efficient DECME implementation, called DECME v1. It is shown that, under some common assumptions, DECME v1 is equivalent to a conjugate direction method, which has been proposed in several different contexts, e.g., solving linear systems (Concus et al., 1976) and nonorthogonal analysis of variance (Golub and Nash, 1982) . Jamshidian and Jennrich (1993) propose to use the conjugate direction method to accelerate EM. They call the resulting method AEM and demonstrate its dramatically improved efficiency. However, AEM is not as popular as one would expect it to be. This is perhaps due to its demands for extra efforts for coding the gradient vector of L(θ|Y obs ), which is problem specific and can be expensive to evaluate.
Compared to AEM, DECME v1 is simpler to implement because it does not require computing the gradient of L(θ|Y obs ). It does require function evaluations, which are typically coded with EM implementation for debugging and monitoring convergence. As SOR, the only extra requirement for implementing DECME v1 is a simple line search scheme. Such a line search scheme can be used for almost all EM algorithms for different models. To reduce the number of function evaluations, two variants of DECME v1, called DECME v2 and DECME v3, are also considered. Numerical results show that all the three new DECME implementations obtain dramatic efficiency improvement over EM, ECME, and SOR in terms of both number of iterations and CPU time.
The remaining of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 provides a pair of motivating ECME examples. Section 3 defines the generic DECME algorithm, discusses the convergence of SOR, and proposes the three efficient novel implementations of DECME. Section 4 presents several numerical examples to compare the performance of different methods. Section 5 concludes with a few remarks.
Two Motivating ECME Examples
Following Dempster et al. (1977) , in a small neighbourhood ofθ, we have approximatelŷ
where the p× p matrix DM EM is known as the missing information fraction and determines the convergence rate of EM. More specifically, each eigenvalue of DM EM determines the convergence rate of EM along the direction of its corresponding eigenvector (see review in Appendix B).
It is shown in Liu and Rubin (1994) that ECME also has a linear convergence rate determined by the p×p matrix DM ECME that plays the same role for ECME as DM EM does for EM. Obviously, ECME will be faster than EM if the largest eigenvalue of DM ECME is smaller than that of DM EM . With the following two examples we illustrate that it is the choice of the acceleration subspaces by ECME that determines the relative magnitude of the dominating eigenvalues of DM EM and DM ECME , and hence the relative efficiency of EM and ECME. All the numerical examples in this paper are implemented in R (R Development Core Team, 2008).
A Linear Mixed-effects Model Example
Consider the rat population growth data in Gelfand et al. (1990, Tables 3, 4) . Sixty young rats were assigned to a control group and a treatment group with n = 30 rats in each. The weight of each rat was measured at ages x = 8, 15, 22, 29 and 36 days. We denote by y g i the weights of the ith rat in group g with g = c for the control group and g = t for the treatment group. The following linear mixed-effects model (Laird and Ware, 1982) is considered in Liu (1998) :
for i = 1, · · · , n and g = c and t, where X is the 5 × 2 design matrix with a vector of ones as its first column and the vector of the five age-points as its second column,
i,2 ) ′ contains the random effects, Ψ > 0 is the 2 × 2 covariance matrix of the random effects, and θ is the vector of the parameters, that is, θ = (β c,1 , β c,2 , β t,1 , β t,2 ,
The starting point for running EM and ECME is chosen to be β = (0, 0, 0, 0) ′ , σ 2 = (1, 1) ′ , and Ψ = I 2 . The stopping criterion used here is given in Section 4.1.
For this example, ECME converges dramatically faster than EM, as shown in Figures  1 and 2 and Tables 5 and 6 . Specifically, EM takes 5, 968 iterations and 518.9 seconds to converge. With the same setting, ECME (version 1 in Liu and Rubin (1994) 
′ and θ PL = β) uses only 20 iterations and 1.8 seconds. The gain of ECME over EM is explained clearly by the relation between the slow converging directions of EM and the partition of the parameter space for ECME. From Table 1 , the two largest eigenvalues of DM EM are 0.9860 and 0.9746, which are close to 1 and make EM converge very slow. From Table 2 , it is clear that the first four "worst" directions of EM fall entirely in the subspace determined by the fixed effect β. Since θ SL = β for ECME, the slow convergence of EM induced by the four slowest directions is diminished by implementing the M L-step along the subspace of β. This is clear from the row ECME in Table 1 , where we see the four largest eigenvalues of DM EM become 0 in DM ECME while the five small eigenvalues of DM EM remain the same for DM ECME .
A Factor Analysis Model Example
Consider the confirmatory factor analysis model example in Jöreskog (1969) , Rubin and Thayer (1 and Liu and Rubin (1998) . The data is provided in Liu and Rubin (1998) and the model is as follows. Let Y be the observable nine-dimensional variable on an unobservable variable Z consisting of four factors. For n independent observations of Y , we have
where β is the 4 × 9 factor-loading matrix,
′ is called the vector of uniquenesses, and given (β, σ 2 ), Z 1 , · · · , Z n are independently and identically distributed with Z i ∼ N (0, I 4 ), i = 1, · · · , n. In the model, there are zero factor loadings on both factor 4 for variables 1-4 and on factor 3 for variables 5-9. Let β j· , j = 1, · · · , 4 be the four rows of β, then the vector of the 36 free parameters is θ = (β 1· , β 2· , β 3,1−4 , β 4,5−9 , σ 2 ) ′ . Liu and Rubin (1998) provided detailed comparison between EM and ECME. Figure 1 of Liu and Rubin (1998) shows that the gain of ECME over EM is impressive, but not as significant as ECME for the previous linear mixed-effects model example in Section 2.1.
The slow convergence of EM for this example is easy to explain from Table 3 which shows that DM EM has multiple eigenvalues close to 1. From Table 4 , the eigenvector corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue of DM EM falls entirely in the subspace spanned by β 1 and β 2 . This clearly adds difficulty to the ECME version suggested by Liu and Rubin (1998) where θ SQ = (β 1· , β 2· , β 3,1−4 , β 4,5−9 )
′ and θ SL = σ 2 . For this version of ECME, the eigenvalues of DM ECME are given in row ECME-1 of Table 3 , where we see that the dominant eigenvalue of DM EM remains unchanged for DM ECME . To eliminate the effect of the slowest direction of EM, we can try another version of ECME by letting θ SQ = σ 2 and θ SL = (β 1· , β 2· , β 3,1−4 , β 4,5−9 )
′ . The eigenvalues of DM ECME for this version are given in row ECME-2 of Table 3 . Although the second version of ECME is more efficient than the first version, it is difficult in general to eliminate all the large eigenvalues in DM EM by accelerating EM in a fixed subspace. For example, the eigenvector corresponding to the second largest eigenvalue of DM EM shown in Table 4 is not in the subspace spanned by any subset of the parameters.
3. The DECME Algorithm 3.1. The Generic DECME Algorithm As shown in last section, the efficiency gain of ECME over its parent EM based on static choices of the acceleration subspaces may be limited since the slowest converging directions of EM depend on both the data and model. It is thus expected to have a great potential to construct the acceleration subspaces dynamically based on, for example, the information from past iterations. This idea is formulated as the following generic DECME algorithm. At the t th iteration of DECME, the algorithm proceeds as follows.
The Generic DECME Algorithm: the t th iteration
Input:θ t−1 E-step: Same as the E-step of the original EM algorithm; M-step: Run the following two steps:
As noted in Meng and van Dyk (1997) , the M L-steps in ECME should be carried out after the M Q-steps to ensure convergence. Under this condition, ECME with only a single M L-step is obviously a special case of DECME. In case multiple M L-steps are performed in ECME, a slightly relaxed version of the Dynamic CM-step, i.e., simply computingθ t such that L(θ t |Y obs ) ≥ L(θ t |Y obs ), will still make DECME a generalisation of ECME. In either case, the monotone increase of the likelihood function in DECME is guaranteed by that of the nested EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977; Wu, 1983) , which ensures the stability of DECME. The convergence rate of DECME relies on the structure of the specific implementation, i.e., how V t is constructed. Furthermore, the well-known method of SOR can be viewed as a special case of DECME. As shown in Section 3.2, SOR suffers from what is known as the zigzagging problem and is, thereby, often inefficient. Section 3.3 proposes three efficient alternatives.
The SOR method: an Inefficient Special Case of DECME
Let {θ t −θ t−1 } represent the linear subspace spanned by θ t −θ t−1 . SOR can be obtained by specifying V t = θ t + {θ t −θ t−1 } in the Dynamic CM-step of DECME, i.e.,θ t = θ t + α t d t , d t = θ t −θ t−1 , and α t = argmax α L(θ t + αd t |Y obs ). The so-called relaxation factor α t can be obtained by a line search. See Figure 4 for an illustration of the SOR iteration.
The reason that SOR may be used to accelerate EM is clear from the following theorem which implies that, in a small neighbourhood of the MLE, a point with larger likelihood value can always be found by enlarging the step size of EM:
Theorem 3.1. In a small neighbourhood ofθ, the relaxation factor α t of SOR is always positive.
The proof is given in Appendix B and the conservative movement of EM is illustrated in Figure 3 for a two-dimensional simulated example. For simplicity, it has also been proposed to choose α t as a fixed positive number (e.g., Lange, 1995) . We call this version with fixed α t the SORF method. Let λ 1 and λ p be the largest and smallest eigenvalues of I −1 com I obs (see Appendix B for detailed discussion). It is well known that SORF achieves its optimal convergence rate (λ 1 − λ p )/(λ 1 + λ p ) if α t = 2/(λ 1 + λ p ) − 1 for any t (see, e.g., Salakhutdinov and Roweis, 2003) . In the past, the theoretical argument for SOR has been mainly based on this fact, which is obviously insufficient. The following theorem provides new angles for understanding the convergence of SOR.
Theorem 3.2. For a two-dimensional problem (i.e., p = 2) and in a small neighbourhood ofθ, the following results hold for SOR:
2.) SOR converges at least as fast as the optimal SORF, and the optimal SORF converges faster than EM; and 3.) SOR oscillates around the slowest converging direction of EM; The SOR estimates from the odd-numbered iterations lie on the same line and so do those from the evennumbered iterations; Furthermore, the two lines intersect at the MLEθ.
The proof is provided in Appendix C. The zigzagging phenomena of SOR revealed by conclusion 3 is illustrated in Figure 3 . For the case of p > 2, it is interesting to see that the relaxation factors α t generated from SOR also have a similar oscillating pattern as that for p = 2 (conclusion 1). This is illustrated in Figure 5 . The top panel of Figure 5 shows the relaxation factors for the two-dimensional example used to generate Figure 3 and the lower panel shows those for a nine-dimensional simulated example. The nine-dimensional example is generated by simulating the behaviour of EM in a small neighbourhood of the MLE for the linear mixed-effects model example in Section 2.1 and Section 4.2.
DECME v1 and its Variants: Three Efficient DECME Implementations

The Basic Version: DECME v1
The zigzagging problem has long been considered to be one of the major disadvantages for optimisation algorithms since the effective movement towards the MLE is usually small even if the step size is large. Figure 3 suggests a line search along the line connecting the zigzag points, as shown by one of the red dashed lines. For two-dimensional quadratic functions, this suggested procedure shown in Figure 3 converges immediately. Although this only represents a very rare case in practise, it motivated us to consider efficient DECME implementations.
One way to proceed is to repeat the procedure shown by the red dashed lines in Figure 3 , i.e., each cycle of the new algorithm includes two iterations of SOR and a line search along the line connecting the initial point of the current cycle and the end point of the second SOR iteration. Numerical experiments show that this procedure is not very effective.
Another way to proceed is what we call DECME v1. DECME v1 retains the procedure shown by the red dashed lines in Figure 3 as its first two iterations and is formally defined as follows. At the first iteration of DECME v1,θ 1 is obtained by running one iteration of SOR from the starting pointθ 0 . At the t th iteration of DECME v1, one iteration of SOR is first conducted to obtainθ SOR t , followed by a line search along the line connectingθ t−2 and θ SOR t to obtainθ t . The process is continued for p iterations and restarted with a standard SOR iteration. The reason for restarting becomes clear from Theorem 3.3 below, which shows that DECME v1 is equivalent to a conjugate direction method.
Formally, DECME v1 is described in the framework of the generic DECME algorithm by implementing the Dynamic CM-step with two line searches as follows (except for the iterations where the algorithm is restarted):
Dynamic CM-step of DECME v1: the t th iteration
Substep 1: Calculateθ
t , where d
(1) t = θ t −θ t−1 , and α
An illustration of the DECME v1 iteration is given in Figure 4 . We note thatθ t is actually the point that maximises L(θ|Y obs ) over the two-dimensional subspace V t =θ t−1 + {θ t−1 − θ t−2 , θ t −θ t−1 } under certain conditions. This can be seen from the proof, given in Appendix D, of the following theorem,which demonstrates the efficiency of DECME v1.
Theorem 3.3. In a small neighbourhood of the MLE, DECME v1 with exact line search is equivalent to the conjugate direction method AEM. Theorem 3.3 implies that DECME v1 is about as efficient as AEM near the MLE in terms of the number of iterations. As noted in Section 1, DECME v1 is much easier to implement and can be made automatic for almost all EM algorithms, which typically have coded likelihood evaluation routines for debugging code and monitoring convergence. A line search method is needed for DECME v1, but can be implemented once for all; whereas evaluation of the gradient vector of L(θ|Y obs ) required for AEM is problem specific and thus demands substantially more programming efforts. Note also that gradient evaluation can be expensive. For example, for comparing different methods in the optimisation literature, it is often to count one evaluation of the gradient vector as p function evaluations, where p stands for the dimensionality of the parameter space.
The idea behind DECME v1 is very similar to the parallel tangent (PARTAN) method for accelerating the steepest descent method (Shah et al., 1964) . PARTAN can be viewed as a particular implementation of the conjugate gradient method (Fletcher and Reeves, 1964) , developed based on the method in Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) for solving linear systems. It is also worth noting that PARTAN has certain advantage over the conjugate gradient method as discussed in Luenberger (2003, p. 257) . For example, the convergence of PAR-TAN is more reliable than the conjugate gradient method when inexact line search is used as is often the case in practise.
3.3.2. DECME v2 and DECME v3 DECME v1 requires two line search steps in one iteration. DECME v2 and DECME v3, the two variants of DECME v1 that require a single line search in each iteration, are obtained by specifying a one-dimensional acceleration subspace in the dynamic CM-step as V t = θ t + {θ t −θ t−2 } and V t = θ t + {θ t−1 −θ t−2 }, respectively. This is depicted in Figure 4 .
There is no much difference among the three newly proposed methods and SOR in terms of programming since their main building blocks, the EM iteration and a line search scheme, are the same. However, SOR can hardly compete with the new methods for all the examples we have observed. Among the three new implementations, DECME v1 usually uses the smallest number of iterations to converge while it obviously takes more time to run one DECME v1 iteration. Hence when the cost of running a line search, determined mainly by the cost of computing the log-likelihood, is low relative to the cost of running one EM iteration, DECME v2 and DECME v3 may be more efficient than DECME v1 in terms of CPU time. These points are shown by the examples in next section.
Numerical Examples
In this section we use four sets of numerical examples to compare the convergence speed of EM, SOR, DECME v1, DECME v2, and DECME v3 in terms of both number of iterations and CPU time.
The Setting for the Numerical Experiments
The line search scheme for all the examples is implemented by making use of the optimize function in R. The detailed discussion about the configuration of the function and how to achieve line search for constrained problems with line search routines designed for unconstrained problems is given in Appendix E.
For the three examples in Section 4.2 (Section 2.1), 4.3 (Section 2.2), and 4.4, we first run EM with very stringent stopping criterions to obtain the maximum log-likelihood l max for each example. Then we run each of the five (nine for the example in Section 4.2) different algorithms from the same starting point and terminate them when L(θ|Y obs ) is not less than l max − 10 −6 . The results for these three examples, including number of iterations and CPU time, are summarised in Table 5 and 6. The increases in L(θ|Y obs ) against the number of iteration for each of the three examples are shown in Figures 1, 2, 6 and 7. The setting and the results for the simulation study in Section 4.5 are slightly different.
The Linear Mixed-effects Model Example
The mixed-effects model example of Section 2.1 is used to illustrate the performance of DECME when applied to accelerate both EM and ECME. The increases of L(θ|Y obs ) are shown in Figure 1 and 2. For this example, while EM needs 5, 968 iterations and SOR needs 918 iterations to converge, all three new implementations of DECME needs no more than 170 iterations with only 104 iterations for DECME v1. In terms of CPU time all three new methods converge about 30 times faster than EM. It is also interesting to see that the new methods works very well for accelerating ECME (especially DECME v1 further reduces the number of iterations from 20 to 9) even when ECME already converges much faster than EM.
The Factor Analysis Model Example
The factor analysis example of Section 2.2 and the same starting point used in Liu and Rubin (1998 are used here. The increases of L(θ|Y obs ) are shown in Figure 6 . For this example, while all three new implementations of DECME converges much faster than EM and SOR, DECME v1 uses only less than 1% of the number of iterations of EM (55 to 6,672) and is about 30 times faster than EM in terms of CPU time (1.2 seconds vs. 33.4 seconds). It is also interesting to see that all three new methods pass the flat period shown in Figure 6 much more quickly than both EM and SOR. As discussed in Liu and Rubin (1998) , the long flat period of EM and SOR before convergence makes it difficult to assess the convergence. Clearly, this does not appear to be a problem for the three new methods.
A Bivariate t Example
Let t p (µ, Ψ, ν) represent a multivariate t distribution with µ, Ψ, and ν as the mean, the covariance matrix, and the degree of freedom, respectively. Finding the MLE of the parameters (µ, Ψ, ν) is a well known interesting application of the EM-type algorithms.
Here we use the bivariate t distribution example in Liu and Rubin (1994) , where the data is adapted from Table 1 of Cohen et al. (1993) . Figure 7 shows the increases of L(θ|Y obs ) for each algorithm starting from the same point (µ, Ψ, ν) = ((0, 0) ′ , diag(1, 1), 1). For this example, EM converges relatively fast with 293 iterations and 1.4 seconds. But we still see the advantage of the new implementations of DECME over EM and SOR: DECME v1 uses only 32 iterations and 0.9 second to converge. Also note that SOR uses 1.5 seconds to converge, which is slightly more than that of EM.
Gaussian Mixture Examples
The EM algorithm is wildly acknowledged as a powerful method for fitting the mixture models, which are popular in many different areas such as machine learning and pattern recognition (e.g., Jordan and Jacobs, 1994; McLachlan and Krishnan, 1997; McLachlan and Peel, 2000; Bishop, 2006) . While the slow convergence of EM has been frequently reported for fitting mixture models, a few extensions have been proposed for specifically accelerating this EM application (Liu and Sun, 1997; Dasgupta and Schulman, 2000; Celeux et al., 2001 ; Pilla and Lin among others). Here we show that DECME, as an off-the-shelf accelerator, can be easily applied to achieve dramatically faster convergence than EM.
A class of mixtures of two univariate normal densities is used to illustrate the relation between the efficiency of EM and the separation of the component populations in the mixture in Redner and Walker (1984) . Specifically, the mixture has the form of
Let π 1 = 0.3, π 2 = 0.7, σ 2 1 = σ 2 2 = 1, and µ 1 = −µ 2 , then ten random samples of 1, 000 observations were generated from each case of µ 1 − µ 2 = 6, 4, 3, 2 and 1.5. We ran EM, SOR, DECME v1, DECME v2, and DECME v3 from the same starting point π We see that SOR typically uses about half of the number of iterations of EM while the two have very similar performance in terms of CPU time. When EM converges very slowly, the three new implementations of DECME can be dramatically faster than EM with a factor 100 or more in terms of number of iterations and a factor of 50 or more in terms of CPU time. When EM converges very fast, from Figure 9 , we see some overlapping among several methods in terms of CPU time for the first group of ten simulations, although all the accelerators still outperform EM in terms of number of iterations. In practise, fast convergence like this is somewhat rare for EM. Notice that all the methods take less than one second to converge. Hence, this phenomenon of overlapping should not be used to dismiss the advantage of the accelerators. Nevertheless, this may serve as empirical evidence to support the idea of accelerating EM only after a few EM iterations have been conducted as suggested in Jamshidian and Jennrich (1993) .
Discussion
The limitation of using fixed acceleration subspaces in ECME led to the idea of dynamically constructing the subspaces for the supplementary M L-steps. We formulated this idea as the generic DECME algorithm, which provides a simple framework for developing stable and efficient acceleration methods of EM. The zigzagging problem of SOR, a special case of DECME, motivated the development of the three new DECME implementations, i.e., DECME v1-v3. The stability of DECME is guaranteed by the nested EM iteration. The equivalence of DECME v1 to AEM, a conjugate direction method, provides theoretical justification for the fast convergence of the new methods, which is also supported by the numerical results. Moreover, the simplicity of the new methods makes them more attractive than AEM.
In optimisation literature, it is popular to analyse the convergence of optimisation algorithms near the optimum with the assumption of an ideal exact line search. However, exact line search is not a realistic choice in practise (see the discussion in Appendix E). Hence, the relative performance of DECME v1 and AEM, in both efficiency and stability, could be very different, especially when the starting point is far from the MLE. Note also that many works have been done to expedite the line search for SOR, e.g., Salakhutdinov and Roweis (2003) and Hesterberg (2005) . It will be interesting to see how the similar techniques perform for DECME for we have shown that the newly proposed acceleration directions work much better than that used by SOR.
Our main focus in the current paper has been on accelerating EM. However, it is noteworthy that the proof of Theorem 3.3 only depends on the linear convergence rate of the underlying algorithm being accelerated rather than its specific structure. Hence an immedi-ate point to make is that the new methods should also work for other EM-type algorithms of linear convergence rate or more broadly for the MM algorithm (Hunter and Lange, 2004) . We leave this problem open for future investigation.
A. The Linear Convergence Rate of EM: a Quick Review
This section reviews some well known convergence properties of EM to establish necessary notations. These results are mainly adapted from Dempster et al. (1977) and Meng and Rubin (19 In a small neighbourhood of the MLE, the observed log-likelihood L(θ|Y obs ) may be assumed to be a quadratic function:
Under this assumption, Dempster et al. (1977) proved that EM has a linear convergence rate determined by DM EM , i.e., equation (1). We mentioned previously that DM EM is called the missing information fraction. It is named after the following identity:
where I p represents the identity matrix of order p, I obs and I com are the negative Hessian matrices of L(θ|Y obs ) and Q(θ|Y obs ,θ) at the MLE, and I mis = I com − I obs . The matrices I obs , I mis and I com are usually called observed-data, missing-data, and complete-data information matrices. We assume that these matrices are positive definite in this paper. Since I com is positive definite, there exists a positive definite matrix, denoted by I 
where Λ = diag(λ 1 , · · · , λ p ), and λ i , i = 1, · · · , p, are the eigenvalues of I −1 com I obs . Therefore,
Let
com T , then we have I −1 com I obs = P ΛP −1 . Furthermore, the columns of P and the rows of P −1 are eigenvectors of I −1 com I obs and I obs I −1 com , respectively. Define η = P −1 (θ − θ), then from equation (1) we have η t = (I p − Λ)η t−1 , or equivalently
Equation (9) implies that EM converges independently along the p eigenvector directions of I −1 com I obs (or equivalently DM EM ) with the rates determined by the corresponding eigenvalues. For simplicity of the later discussion, we assume 1 > λ 1 > λ 2 > · · · > λ p > 0 and η 0,i = 0, i = 1, · · · , p.
B. The Conservative Step Size of EM: Proof of Theorem 3.1
From equation (5) and the definition of SOR in Section 3.2, it is easy to show that
Then making use of the fact that θ t = θ t−1 + I −1 com I obs (θ − θ t−1 ) (followed from equations 1 and 6) leads to
By definition of η, we haveθ −θ t−1 = I −1/2 com Tη t−1 . Making use of equation (7) and the fact that T is an orthogonal matrix yields
Since Λ is diagonal and all its diagonal elements are between 0 and 1, it follows immediately that α t > 0. 2
C. The Convergence of SOR: Proof of Theorem 3.2
Similar to equation (1) and (9) for EM, we have the following results for SOR:
andη
For p = 2, from equation (12), we have
and then,
From equation (14) and equation (16), we havẽ
It follows thatη t,1 /η t,2 = η t−2,1 /η t−2,2 . Furthermore, from equation (15), we have
and immediately α t = α t−2 , which proves conclusion 1. Now define a trivial algorithm, called SOR2, where each iteration of SOR2 includes two iterations of SOR. From equation (13), we havê
By conclusion 1,
com I obs ] is a constant matrix and denote it by DM SOR2 , which obviously determines the convergence rate of SOR2. By using equation (8), we have DM
com . Moreover, with equation (17) and (18), it is easy to show that
, which means SOR2 converges with the same rate (20), it is easy to see that
Note that (λ 1 − λ 2 )/(λ 1 + λ 2 ) is the optimal convergence rate of SORF and that 1 − λ 2 is the convergence rate of EM. Hence conclusion 2 follows. Since λ 1 > λ 2 , equation (16) implies that 1 − (1 + α t )λ 1 < 0 and 1 − (1 + α t )λ 2 > 0. So from equation (14), we haveη t,1ηt−1,1 < 0 andη t,2ηt−1,2 > 0. This proves the first statement in conclusion 3. Note thatθ t+1 −θ t = (I −DM SOR2 )(θ−θ t−1 ) ∝θ−θ t−1 . Henceθ t+1 −θ t−1 is parallel toθ −θ t−1 , which concludes the second statement in conclusion 3. 2
D. The Convergence of DECME v1: Proof of Theorem 3.3
We prove this by induction. This version of proof is similar to the proof of the PARTAN theorem in Luenberger (2003, pp. 255-256) . However, the difference between a generalised gradient direction and the gradient direction should be taken into account. It is certainly true for t = 1 since the first iteration is a line search along the EM direction for both DECME v1 and AEM. Now suppose thatθ 0 ,θ 1 , · · · ,θ t−1 have been generated by AEM andθ t is determined by DECME v1. We want to show thatθ t is the same point as that generated by another iteration of AEM. For this to be trueθ t must be the point that maximises L(θ|Y obs ) over the two-dimensional planeθ t−1 + {θ t−1 −θ t−2 , θ t −θ t−1 }. Since we assume that L(θ|Y obs ) is a quadratic function with a positive definite Hessian matrix, L(θ|Y obs ) is strictly convex and we only need to proveg t (gradient of L(θ|Y obs ) atθ t ) is orthogonal toθ t−1 −θ t−2 and θ t −θ t−1 , or equivalentlyθ SOR t −θ t−2 and θ t −θ t−1 . Sinceθ t maximises L(θ|Y obs ) alongθ
is orthogonal to θ t −θ t−1 . Furthermore, we haveg ′ t−2 (θ t −θ t−1 ) = (θ −θ t−2 ) ′ I obs I −1 com I obs (θ −θ t−1 ) = (θ t−1 −θ t−2 ) ′g t−1 = 0, where the last identity is true due to the Expanding Subspace Theorem (Luenberger, 2003, p. 241) for the conjugate direction methods. Theng
E. Implementation of Line Search
In practise, it is neither computationally feasible nor necessary to conduct exact line search. In fact we can often achieve higher efficiency by sacrificing accuracy in the line search routine, although the number of iterations may increase. There are various criterions for terminating the line search routine for a desirable trade-off (Luenberger, 2003, pp. 211-214) and different approaches have been proposed for efficient implementation of those criterions (Moré and Thuente, 1994) . Furthermore, some transformations to transform constrained problems into unconstrained problems can be useful, as discussed in Salakhutdinov and Roweis (20 Here we take a different approach to implement the line search by taking the advantage of the fact that sometimes it is easy to figure out the feasible region of a constrained problem along a single line. After the feasible region is computed, many commonly used line search routines available in standard software can be easily applied. In our case the line search is conducted with the optimize function in R by passing the computed interval to the optimize function through its option interval =. Note that the interval computed in this way is usually very wide and some other information may be used to narrow it down for higher efficiency. For example, we can start the line search by forcing α > 0 for SOR. Furthermore, we control the accuracy of the line search by setting tol = 0.01 in the optimize function. This choice is somehow arbitrary. One advantage is that the line search is forced to be more accurate when the algorithm approaches the MLE since the magnitude of the differences between consecutive estimates usually becomes smaller with the progress of the algorithm.
For the constraints involved in the examples, we summarise the methods to obtain the feasible region as follows. Denote the current estimation by θ and the search direction by d. Our goal is to find the feasible region of α (an interval including 0 for the examples used in this paper) for a univariate function f (θ + αd). If there are several sets of constraints for one model, we can determine the feasible region induced by each of them and then take their intersection. Without loss of generality, we assume in the following that d is the counterpart of the discussed parameters in the vector representing the search direction.
1.) The degree of freedom ν in the t distribution. It is easy to compute the boundary for α such that ν + αd > 0.
2.) The mixing coefficients, π i , i = 1, · · · , K, in the mixture model. There are two types of constraints here, i.e., K i=1 π i = 1 and π i ≥ 0. By using the first constraint, we only need to consider the first K − 1 coefficients with constraints
Then we only need to find the intersection of the solutions for the inequalities
.) The variance components in the linear mixed-effects model and the mixture model and the uniquenesses in the factor analysis model. This can be handled in the same way as that for the degree of freedom in the t distribution.
4.) The covariance matrices in the linear mixed-effects model and the t distribution. For the current paper, only two-dimensional covariance matrices are involved. A twodimensional matrix Ψ is positive definite if and only if Ψ 1,1 > 0 and det(Ψ) > 0. Hence we only need to guarantee Ψ 1,1 + αd 1,1 > 0 and det(Ψ + αD) > 0 (assume D is the matrix generated from the vector d in the same way as Ψ is generated from θ). For other covariance matrices of fairly small size, similar method could be used. When the dimension of the covariance matrix is high, it is a common practise to enforce certain structure on the matrix. For example, in spatial statistics, the covariance matrices are usually assumed to be generated from various covariance functions with very few parameters (Zhang, 2002; Zhu et al., 2005; Zhang, 2007) and the feasible region of α can be easily obtained. 
